[Clinical application of magnetic resonance angiography in the body].
To identify the accuracy and reliability of magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) in evaluating patients with vascular lesions in the body. 171 patients with suspected vascular lesions in the body were examined by MRA and compared with the results of X-ray angiography (XRA) or operation. MRA showed abnormal vein in 12 patients and normal in 6 corresponding to XRA or operation. MRA revealed aneurysm in 54 patients: aortic dissection (26), aortic aneurysm (15) and peripheral aneurysm (13). Two peripheral aneurysms could not only be found by MRA. The sensitivity of MRA was 97% for aneurysm lesions. The sensitivity of MRA in the diagnosis of suspicious peripheral artery stenosis in 84 patients was 95%, the specificity 89%, and the accuracy 92% in comparison with those of XRA and operation. MRA is accurate and reliable in evaluating vascular lesion in the body and can replace XRA in many cases.